Action® Ampla™

Providing independence for an active lifestyle
Trusted Solutions,
INNOVATIVE I AGILE I AWARD WINNING
Passionate People®

Action® Ampla™

Taking bariatric wheelchairs
to the next level
The Invacare Action® Ampla™ has been
designed and developed specifically for
Plus-Size users, taking into consideration
body shapes, varying activity levels and
weight limit requirements. But it doesn’t
stop there! The sleek and minimalist
wheelchair, with its modern appearance,
provides independence and support for a
comfortable and active lifestyle.

Award winning
Already an award-winning chair, the agile
and stylish Invacare Action® Ampla™
has won a Red Dot Award for Product
Design. This award is not only the largest
product competition in the world, but
also one of the most prestigious design
awards. The Action® Ampla™ has also
won the Italian Platinum A’Design Award
and the Gold German Design Award.
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KEY
FEATURES

Inbuilt transportation
solution
The transportation bearings on the Action®
Ampla™ have been cleverly designed to take
the weight of the wheelchair, allowing it to easily
go through doorways or narrow spaces:
1.	
Fold down the backrest
2.	Lift the legrest section of the wheelchair
3.	Tilt wheelchair onto the transportation bearings
Whilst in this position, the wheelchair can be
moved easily.

1.

2.

3.
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Multiple active rear wheel
positions
Very easy to propel
Users can go further, using less energy
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Ergonomic backrest
Maximum access to handrims
No obstructions
More freedom of movement
Superb driving performance and
manoeuvrability
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Height adjustable transfer levers
Support for entering and leaving the chair
Can be turned inwards or outwards
Can be lowered to allow table access
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Personalised accent
Three stylish colour choices

Action® Ampla™

Innovative backrest design

The design of the wheelchair allows for a perfect fit for both Plus-Size male users, who tend to
have more of an "apple" body-shape and Plus-Size female users, who tend to have a "pear" bodyshape. This is thanks to the innovative backrest on the Action® Ampla™ that has been designed to
accommodate the anatomy of both body-shapes whilst offering support and comfort to the user.

Main features
Inbuilt transportation solution
Ergonomic backrest
Height adjustable transfer lever
Personalised accent
Multiple active rear wheel positions

Additional features
 n elastic, breathable privacy cover hides the gluteal
A
shelf
 ush to lock brakes are nicely integrated into the side
P
guard for accessibility

Technical data
For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user
manual, please see your local Invacare website.

Seat width
Action Ampla

Action Ampla

Seat depth

Seat height

Backrest
angle

Backrest
height
450 - 525 mm

505 / 555 /
605 / 655 /
705 / 755 mm

460 / 510 mm

1°

380 - 455 mm
in steps of
25 mm

0°

Front frame
angle

Length of
footrests

Driving unit
width

Total length inc.
footrests

Total length
without
footrests

90 - 100°

365 - 525 mm in
steps of 25 mm

Seat width
+ 205 mm

1065 - 1145 mm

855 - 920 mm

Max. safe
slope

Radius

Action Ampla

7°

1420 - 1660 mm

Frame colours

Tech white

Seat angle

Blue Pulse

Total weight
from

Transportation
weight from

300 kg

27 kg

19.5 kg

Pink Pulse

Green Pulse

Please note: colours may vary slightly from those displayed here.

Regulatory data

Tel: +41 61 487 70 70
hqeurope@invacare.com
www.invacare.eu.com

825 - 900 mm

Max. user
weight

Accents

Tech grey

Total height

Invacare International GmbH
Benkenstrasse 260
4108 Witterswil
Switzerland
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